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Abstract: A Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET) as a network that has many unrestricted or autonomous nodes, 

often composed of mobile devices or other mobile that can position themselves in various ways. And it is using 

as network simulation. That can variation locality and constitute itself on the wing because MANET or mobile 

communication it can be used as wireless connection to connect various network. Some MANET are regulated 

to local area of wireless device while other may be connected to the network so it is to be important to  be 

attentions MANET there are archetypally are not very secure. In this paper propose an organization address to 

this issues security and privacy in MANET face much difficulties in this environment.  So it is to be needed 

security production to MANET arises as future extension of a work. 
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I. Introduction 
Security and privacy is the most important concern in MANET because the nodes and the information 

in MANET are not secure. Privacy and security is not easy to product in this comprise identify explore and node 

tracking this scheme is scalable when cluster based network configuration is employed. Next generation of 

mobile communication will include both prestigious infrastructure wireless network and infrastructure less 

network mobile ad hoc (MANET) ad hoc networking concept is a new one having been around in various forms 

for over two decades. Service attacks of denial is the ad hoc network characteristics and also mobile devices 

imply higher security menaces compare with fixed operating devices. Eavesdropping spoofing and denial of 

services attacks are the main threads for security. Inherent characteristics of MANET (i.e.) wireless medium, 

broadcast transmission and lack of centralized administration of mobile ad hoc network vulnerable to security 

threats. This figure circumstances that the information it will not initiative unswervingly by only device to 

stratagem communication and in the reorganized communication at infrastructure -less network. 
 

 
 

II. Methodology 
We here propose a MANET system that takes into contemplation the privacy and security of 

individuality locality and moving track of node. In this system, as usual every node still as one has unique 

individuality but the individuality needs to be carefully design. Each node should have multiple anonymous 

individualities they may be a several solution that can map a unique identity to multiple anonymous ones, and 

all so do a reverse mapping another concern for a MANET is that the storage capacity and processing power of 

the node device in MANET are very limited so we can’t maintain a large mapping table on the nodes side. 
 

 SECURTIY THREATS IN MANET:  

 Types of Attacks 

 Denial of service  

 Impersonation 

 Disclosure 
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In ad hoc network the probability of denial of an amenities attacks essentially threaten the operation the 

all the times of network and they are stereotypically impossible to prevent as such. The development of secure 

ad hoc networking. Therefore without appropriate security comestibles MANET become prone to spoofing. 

Hence needs to be provide security protection to MANET arises exclusively when deployed in military 

operation and emergency operations type of application. It is clear that the security trait related to ad hoc 

network form a very complex problem fields given the dynamic and unpredictable. The idiosyncrasy of ad hoc 

network poses both challenges and opportunities for security mechanisms.  

 

 
Security requirement in MANET 

 

Mobile wireless networks generally more prone to physical security threats then are static wire network 

exiting link level security techniques are often applied with in wireless network to reduce this types of threats.  

In several mechanism has been study to detect the different attacks and conclude that the security is an essential 

part of adapt network is still considered to be challenging task. It shows in the manner in which the response 

surface methodology approach can be used to analyze and model the routing protocol performance in MANET 

developing models rather than conducting traditional experiential analyze important. 

 

III. Result And Discussion 
Still some of the drafts currently ignore the security issues by stating that the require security means are 

to be determined later in this case on can get the impression that the security mechanisms will later be retrofitted 

if the protection mechanisms are not designed concurrently with the basic protocol. More over some of the 

discussed MANET protocol have ignored the security issues completely. As mobile ad hoc network becoming 

widest area of research lots of modification are occur in day by day.                     

 
It is easier for hackers to eavesdrop and gain access to confidential information for them to enter or 

leave a wireless network because no physical connection is required. When we discussing network security 

general, two aspects need to be considered the services required and potential attacks. The security services 
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aspect includes the functionality that is require to provide a secure networking environment while the security 

attacks cover the methods that could be employed to break this security services. MANET proved itself a 

versatile network now a days but is quite unreliable due to its less attack handling capability it is less immune to 

attacks. Prevention mechanism require encryption techniques provide authentication, confidentiality, integrity 

and non-repudiation of routing information.  

                                                                                            

IV. Conclusion 
The future of ad hoc network is real appealing, giving the version of anytime, anywhere cheap 

communication. And it is a self-configuring, infrastructure less network consists of independent mobile nodes 

that can communicate via wireless medium the security and privacy is essential part of ad hoc network. A 

tremendous advancement has been witnessed in the field of mobile communication in the past few years. 

MANET is a group of wireless mobile hosts which build a temporary network without the requirement of any 

centralized administration or backbone support services. The various criterion, upon which the safety of the 

network is evaluated and also realized. The area of ad hoc networking has been receiving increases attention 

among the researches in recent years. MANET since most of the current techniques were originally design for 

wire networks, many researches are engaged in improving the old techniques. 
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